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Back cover: carrot. The spiral
shaped structure is most likely
xylem tissue.

Disclaimer: Articles that are published in Microbehunter Microscopy Magazine and the blog
do not necessarily reflect the position or opinion
of the publisher. The publication of these articles
does not constitute an endorsement of views
they may express. The authors themselves are
responsible for the contents. Advice provided in
Microbehunter Microscopy Magazine is provided
as a service and as a recreational resource and
neither the authors nor the publisher can be held
liable and responsible for any errors, omissions
or inaccuracies, or for any consequences
(health, hardware, etc.) arising from the use of
information of this magazine and the blog (or
anything else). Conduct all lab work and (microscopy) hardware modifications at your own
risk and always follow the instructions of the
manufacturers.

Dog hair in epi-illumination
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Dog hair observation
It is possible to observe biological specimens, such as
dog hair, using metallurgical microscopes using epiillumination.
Charisa Wernick

M

etallurgical microscopes provide high magnification with
light that is pumped in
through the objective lens, rather than a
biological microscope that shines light
up from beneath the stage. A metallurgical microscope makes it possible to
view opaque objects at high magnification.
Although dog hair can be viewed
using a brightfield microscope, these
images were captured using a metallurgical microscope at 200x and 400x
magnification.
■

Figure 1: Dog hair at 200x
magnification
Figure 2: at 400x magnification. The
microscope was a Meiji MT7100
metallurgical microscope with Cmount adapter and a DK3000 digital
camera.
Photos: Microscope World (Charisa
Wernick) Images are of a Microscope
World employee's dogs hair.
Link: www.MicroscopeWorld.com
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Low-end microscopy

Low Tech Rules! Science on a shoestring
Microscopy does not have to be complicated and involve
expensive equipment. It can, in fact, be very inexpensive
and still be fun.
E. A. (Micki) Killoran

O

ptical microscopes, stereo microscopes, scanning and transmission electron microscopes,
bright field, dark field, phase contrast,
fluorescence, confocal, interference… it
all gets a little mind-boggling, especially to a beginner. But microscopy does
not have to be complicated. It does not
have to involve expensive equipment,
cameras and computers. Your elaborate
lighting system could be as simple as
the sun, a window or your living room
lamp. In fact, your microscope may cost
well under $25 or even $10! Indeed,
with a budget of zero dollars it is possible to construct a “microscope” of sorts
from items lying around the house. After that, your budget is the limiting factor.

Microscopes and telescopes have
much in common. Aside from the obvious arrangement of various lenses and
the ability to see unseen worlds, I think
a big similarity is that both belong as
much to amateurs as to professionals.
Both the study of microorganisms and
astronomy can range from very low
technology to “the sky is the limit;”
from naked eye observations to high
end equipment. In Astronomy the need
for larger and better optics is called
“aperture fever.” I don’t know if there is
a similar term in microscopy, but don’t
let “magnification fever” slow you
down. Even low power, low cost equipment can open up whole new vistas of
viewing.

1

This article will “focus” on the lower end technology, from naked-eye observations to cheap optical aids and toy
microscopes. Although I included a
few photographs, photography is not
my goal here. Viewing is. If photographs are your goal it will cost more in
equipment, although you can do quite a
bit with an inexpensive digital camera,
and even a cell phone.
As a former science teacher I often
have had to work with low budgets and
no materials or equipment, but kids love
to get their hands on stuff and do things.
In my experience, so do most adults. I
fondly remember teaching 5th and 6th
grade science in a fairly poor parochial
school in the Baltimore area in the mid
70s. We had hardly any science equipment, but we still managed to have a
blast. I asked my classes, “How many of
you own a microscope?” and got three
or four hands going up in each class.
Fortunately they were willing to bring
them to school, and we ended up with
enough instruments to run microscope
labs in all classes, doubling up the students on a microscope. We didn’t even
have a lab, but set up the microscopes
on their desks and the windowsills.
Department store microscopes are
often not the best, and some had been
pretty abused, but they were better than
nothing, and better than most microscopes used by the early pioneers of
microscopy. We saw a lot of amazing
things. Anytime one student found
something cool, most of the others
would line up to look for themselves, or
run back to the microscope they were
using and try to duplicate it.

Figure 1: Mosquito larva, black and
white
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Figure 2: Mosquito larva

2

The students looked at everything
they could think of: dust, sand, salt,
sugar, hair, clothing, torn paper, crossed
threads, color photographs on newsprint, a bubbling yeast culture, their
pencil points, micro meteorites we collected by dragging a magnet through the
sand outside, and some wanted to poke
themselves with a pin to see their blood
(I didn’t allow it, but a few scabs did get
peeled off and examined). This was the
70s, and things are different today. By
far their favorite thing was observing
protozoa and small invertebrates that I
had collected and cultured from a pond
near my home. I did not have Internet at
the time (who did?) but had some very
good resources. One of my favorites is
still in print, Animal Care from Protozoa to Small Mammals [1]. Thanks to
that book this first year teacher had a
pretty impressive zoo in the classroom,
including some microscopic pond critters.
I felt gratified when parents started
asking for advice on which microscope
to buy their child for Christmas (Al-

OBSERVATIONS

though admittedly more of them asked
about which telescope to buy!)
In the naked eye observation of microorganisms we grew bread mold in
sandwich bags, cultured yeast in pop
bottles with a balloon for a gas trap, and
cultured bacteria using baby food jars.
These were covered with squares of
glass cut and filed by the janitors and
tied on with string, using slices of potato as a culture medium, and oven sanitized by the cafeteria ladies. Everyone
wanted to help. This idea came from
another classic resource, still available,
700 Science Experiments for Everyone
[2]. While I taught sterile technique and
lab safety, we were not concerned with
pure cultures, but rather more concerned with growing lots of colorful and
fuzzy or slimy things, so I didn’t bother
with the pressure cooker. And we grew
lots of things! To this day that first year
teaching remains my favorite, and it’s
too bad I couldn’t afford to stay there. I
think I learned more that first year than
during my entire high school and college experience.

In the very first issue of Microbehunter [3] contributing author Charles
Guevara references this fine book: “Dyer BD. A Field Guide to Bacteria, 2003
very low cost, must purchase/must read
for microscopy world views, in my
humble but enthusiastic opinion.” [4]
This highly readable, fun and informative book describes field trips to hot
springs, farms, grocery stores, restaurants, kitchens, salt flats, urban industrial as well as rural settings, animals,
caves, cliffs, streams, forests and a host
of other places, all in the pursuit of
bacteria and other microbes. Just as
astronomy encourages naked eye observation of constellations, stars, the
moon, the movement of planets, the
sun, and various clusters before proceeding with low magnification optical
aid, this book tells you what to look for
as evidence of the microbes flourishing
all around us without using a microscope. Instead bacteria are identified by
their “field marks,” or locations, colors,
smells and effects. Actually, unless you
have an extremely good microscope, the
most you’re going to see of bacteria
even through a good oil immersion lens
at 1000x is a rough idea of their size and
shape, and their Gram stain if you have
the right chemicals. But a Winogradsky
column can be an inexpensive, yearlong (or longer) experiment that the
entire class can participate in. I once
inadvertently made a Winogradsky column when I collected a jar of pond mud,
capped it and left it forgotten on a windowsill in a storeroom for over a year.
It was teeming with multi-colored life
when I found it.
Although I did not have this excellent reference when I began my teaching career back in the Pleistocene, I did
have a super fun newsletter that is still
alive and well today:
http://www.topscience.org. They have
upgraded from a multi-paged newsletter
printed on thin newsprint paper to an
Internet resource complete with Ebooks. I wish I had saved the print copies of the newsletter, but alas, I left them
for the next teacher when I moved on to
a high school. I have, however, over the
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4

Figure 3: Hydra and daphnia.
Figure 4: Enlargement of the daphnia

course of my career managed to persuade my schools to purchase their
many superb books covering a variety
of science topics. I will reference one of
them now: Focus Pocus #42 (grades
5-10) Soft-bound, 64 page book, 20
reproducible activity sheets, full teaching notes.
For a free activity, check out this
link:
http://topscience.org/books/focus42.html

which describes how to make a water
drop microscope using a pop bottle, a
clothespin and a piece of plastic cut
from a grocery store type clamshell.
How totally McGyver! I assembled one
on a drizzly day (using a beer bottle)
and used it to look at fly wings I found
in the attic window sill. It was low
power but you don’t always need magnifications in the 400x to 1000x range.
There are dozens of sites on the Internet
describing do-it-yourself or homemade
microscopes. Spend some time looking
some of them up if you are the least bit
mechanical. Granted, my little pocket

Sony CyberShot on macro mode did
just as well as the water drop, but not
everyone has a digital camera and computer. Besides, it was fun. You need a
hole-punch of some sort, and that is the
only thing that might trip you up a bit.
You need to get a good hole in a piece
of plastic in which to hang your water
drop. Go to the local library and borrow
theirs if you need to. I estimate I got
about a 10x magnification with the water drop.
Actually, that 10x magnification
leads right to my next low tech optical
solution for observing the micro
world… jeweler’s loupes. There are also large magnifying glasses which you
may like better (and small children will
find easier to use) but I prefer loupes.
Even a plastic 3x or 4x jeweler’s loupe
brings a whole new look to the likes of
insects, mosses, duckweed and a host of
other small items. Be careful, there are
some very cheesy products for sale.
However, there are also some very nice
loupes available at higher magnifica-
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tions, and even the flimsy ones are better than nothing. Most manufacturers
tend to overestimate the magnification
their loupe provides, and the best I can
say is try them out if at all possible. If
there is a college nearby that teaches
geology you might find a decent one in
their bookstore. I recently found a very
nice 10x magnifying loupe for $8.50. I
found a double jeweler’s loupe that had
both a 15x lens and a 20x lens at the
same nearby college. I doubted the
claim, but in fact it compared favorably
with a Brock Magiscope I had that was
20x. I was able to see individual onion
cells, and observe protozoa flitting
around on a depression slide with this
loupe. Which brings us to the Magiscope: http://www.magiscope.com/
This little microscope with a thick
fiber optic is more than a toy. Although
it comes as a 20x field microscope with
a fairly small eyepiece, by scavenging
lenses from “dead” microscopes in my
class storage room I was able to use this
easily at powers from 40x to 100x. At

Low-end microscopy
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200 and 400x it gets difficult, but not
impossible, to focus. I always encourage my students to use the lowest possible magnification, as this gives a greater
depth of field and easier focusing. This
is something they had to experience,
though, and who was I to stop them
from trying?
The Magiscope served as my main
classroom microscopes for several
years, along with the six “real” microscopes I was able to piece together from
the collection of dead microscopes I
inherited when I took a job on an Indian
reservation in NW Arizona. You can
easily swap lenses on the Magiscope. If
at all possible, use a better quality 10x
ocular. I kept the 10x eyepieces in ordinary egg cartons, as well as separate egg
cartons for the 4x, 10x and 40x objectives. The students always got a kick out
of me looking for the 40s at the end of
class. Apparently a “40” is a large bottle
of beer as well as a microscope objective lens. Gradually I was able to get
better and more expensive classroom

microscopes, but the little red Magiscopes were always useful and fun. They
converted to a sturdy little field microscope for outdoor work. I always
thought someone experienced with
threading pipe could make these microscopes easily, but I am not that person.
It was far easier to buy them. Besides,
you need a collection of otherwise
worthless lenses, both eyepieces and
objectives, which most people don’t
have, in order to truly enjoy this microscope. So, if you buy a Magiscope, you
are probably stuck with 20x unless you
have access to different lenses. Still, it
is a fun little microscope, and very durable. I bought one for my not-quite-four
year old niece, and she had no trouble
using it.
At 20x there is a lot you can see, and
an instrument like the Magiscope (and
its assorted clones) is as easily used
with a glass slide and cover slip as with
a small dish. But there are lower cost
alternatives. I’ve recently become infatuated with pocket scopes, and there are

Figure 5: Springtail
dozens to choose from. I can’t pass a toy
section in a department store without
looking for a new one. Radio Shack
sells several small LED microscopes,
but they range from 30x to a 60-100x
zoom. I’ve used these often, but they
really are not as easy to use as lower
powered toys. The slides are small, and
for much of what I want to look at on
my hikes, the magnification is too high,
and the field of view too small.
I have, over the past thirty years,
purchased several pocket microscopes,
with prices ranging from $4 to about
$30, with magnifications from 5x to
100x. My favorite is little more than a
jeweler’s loupe, a little tubular contraption less than two inches long, that lives
in my pocket and accompanies me almost everywhere. It magnifies things
about 5x. My most recent acquisition,
and rapidly becoming my favorite, is a
small 20x Carson MicroBrite that cost
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Figure 6: Tail of a midge

6

make good ones, but simply holding the
camera to the eyepiece of the microscope has worked for me. Figure 3 is an
example of a hydra and a daphnia, 40x,
taken through a classroom microscope.
I also “shot” this springtail (Entomobryidae) straight through the lens of
the Magiscope (Figure 5).
Here (Figure 6) is a cropped image
of the tail end of a midge (Chironomidae) shot through the Magiscope with
basically a shirt pocket digital camera.
One of the great things about digital
cameras is you can take dozens, even
hundreds of pictures in order to get a
decent one, and not worry about wasting film. Simply delete the poor shots.
My point is, just as you don’t need a
telescope to “do” astronomy, you don’t
need an expensive microscope to “do”
microscopy and microorganisms. If you
can afford all the latest and greatest,
well go for it. But don’t let poor finances stop you from enjoying microscopy.
Let your budget be your guide.
about $13. This is about the size of a
pack of cards, and I mostly use it without the base, although with the base it
accepts microscope slides. It has a small
LED light, but you can use it without
the light if you are outside or near a light
source. Carson has a whole line of small
microscopes, as do many manufacturers. I’m constantly on the lookout for
springtails and tardigrades, and this little instrument is proving to be very
good for examining clumps of moss or
the underside of rocks and bark. These
pocket scopes are a lot of fun, but they
don’t lend themselves well to photography. I encourage you to get a pocket
scope to “play” with and have handy at
all times.
I have no experience with smart
phones, but there are attachments to
turn your smart phone or android tablet
into a microscope. There is a lot of
information on the Internet about these
attachments and apps, so just Google it.
If photography is your ultimate goal,
there are many inexpensive alternatives
to digital microscopes, although I love
playing with my Dino-Lite Pro handheld USB digital. Figure 1 shows a

mosquito larva I shot with this thing.
The magnification was about 25x.
Figure 2 shows another one, also
taken with the Dino-Lite. These USB
digital microscopes are great for showing everyone the image at once, since it
appears on your computer screen.
Technically I suppose you could use it
in the field with a laptop, although I
never have.
Another thing you can do is experiment with the Macro mode on your
digital camera if you have one (it should
have a little flower icon.) You may find
that for many things you can eliminate
the microscope completely and still get
enlarged images. In general, the more
megapixels your camera has the more
you can magnify your macro shot. I
mostly photograph insects with my digital camera, but some of these “pocket
cameras” can be used with a microscope. In addition to my Sony CyberShot I have a Canon PowerShot that
will focus at 0.0 CM. This means I can
put it right on the eyepiece, a technique
known as “eyepiece projection.” I know
microscope adaptors are available for
many cameras, and clever people can
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Making thin cuts

HOW TO

Tearing plant tissue
You do not need microtomes to obtain plant tissue of
single-cell layer.
Oliver Kim

S

amples have to be sufficiently
thin and transparent to be observed with compound microscopes. Some plant specimens already
have these characteristics, such as the
skin of onions, which is located between the onion layers. The largest majority of plant specimens are, however
too thick and therefore require cutting
with a microtome or by hand.
Making free cuts using one’s hands
or even using the hand microtome does
require patience. In my experience, it is
necessary to attempt many times in
order to obtain some specimen samples
that are useful. Most cuts are still too
thick and individual cells are hard to
see. The dark chloroplasts inside the
cells cover up much of the details and
often there are several cell layers on top
of each other.
I once attempted to cut the needle of
a fir tree using a microtome (Figure 1)
and had to make over 20 sections until I

found one which was sufficiently thin to
see the individual cells without problems (Figure 2). Reproducibility was a
general problem and often I discovered
that the results obtained with my hand
microtome were not much worse or
better than by doing free cuts with my
hands. One problem is that the tolerances are simply too small. Making a cut
with a thickness of 5-10 um is a challenge, especially when we are dealing
with a specimens which is not embedded in a paraffin block for microtoming.

Figure 1: A fir leaf (needle) supported
by a piece of carrot before
microtoming.
Figure 2: Fir leaf in cross section.
Many specimens had to be cut in
order to obtain samples of this
thinness. Individual chloroplasts are
visible, as is the thick cell wall.

1

Diagonal cut
One strategy which proved (somewhat) successful for obtaining thin
specimens is the diagonal cut. Here I
placed the knife well into the plant specimen, and then proceeded to cut the
plant tissue diagonally to the surface of
the specimen. Just before the knife
leaves the specimen, individual cells are

2
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Figure 3: Making a diagonal cut
through plant material.

3

cut open and the cell contents are lost.
The remaining cell wall is then sufficiently bright and thin to be observed
without problems. I have illustrated this
idea in Figure 3.
The disadvantage of this method is,
that only a small part of the specimen
becomes sufficiently thin. The method
also does not work well with small plant
specimens.
The tearing strategy
One strategy which works well for
observing the epidermal tissue of plant
leaves is the tearing strategy. It also
works well with relatively dull kitchen
knives, dedicated microtome knives
might even be too sharp. The trick is to
use the difference of the tissue strength
to obtain thin layers of cells. The epidermis of some plants is stronger than
the underlying tissue and can therefore
be torn off.

Cut well into the plant tissue and
press the tissue against the knife with
your thumb. Then tear away the top part
of the plant, without the edge of the
knife cutting into the tissue during this
process. This can result in relatively
thin layers. Sometimes the cells are also
broken open and the cell content is lost.
Under certain circumstances this can be
an advantage as the remaining cell wall
can then be easily observed.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate this concept using a red onion. First cut well
into the onion tissue and hold the epidermis (red) against the knife before
tearing. The onion cells are shown in
Figure 6. Some cells are brighter than
others, these have lost the red cell contents. Adding concentrated salt water to
the specimen will result in a shrinking
of the cytoplasm, which can be observed well.
I have used the same strategy on
plant leaves, the results can be seen in
Figures 6-8. Here it is necessary to wrap

Figures 4 and 5: Obtaining thin layers of cells from plants. Cut into the plant
tissue and fix the epidermis (red) with your thumb before tearing it off.

4
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the leaf around a finger and then carefully cut the leaf with a sharp knife
before tearing off the top layer. Figure 6
shows that two cell layers were obtained
this way (the long horizontal cells,
which are out of focus, and the cells
with the chloroplasts).
Drawbacks
The tearing method only works if
the plant epidermis is sufficiently strong
and if it separates easily from the lower
plant tissues. Not all plant specimens
are therefore equally suited. I have successfully separated the epidermis of a
Clivia leaf (Figures 7-9), but was not
able to do so with the epidermis of a bell
pepper.
■

Making thin cuts
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7

8

9

10
Figure 6: Epidermis of a red onion
(by tearing)
Figure 7 - 9: Cells from a Clivia plant
obtained by tearing the leaf (by
tearing)
Figure 10: Carrot (by diagonal cut,
freehand)
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Making cross sections of fresh moss
This is a simple and quick method that furnishes good
sections without the need of a microtome. It can also be
used with other botanical samples.
Roland Luts

M

aking sections of a wide variety of tissue is sometimes required in the investigation of
botanical samples. In most books or
articles, many methods are described.
Some of them take a long time to the
end as for example the rotating microtome where samples need embedding
prior to cutting (but certainly giving
thinner slices). Other methods like
handheld cutting of whole plants, embedded in soft wood of elder or in a
piece of carrot, rely on the luck of having a few “good” cuttings. These have
to be searched for (and separated from)
the predominantly “bad” cuttings and
the rest of e.g. the carrot. That is not an
easy task.
As mosses (bryophytes) are one of
my favorite objects in microscopy, I
gained some experience in cutting parts
of these very small plants with simple
means. Like always it takes some practice.
Most moss parts are in the order of
magnitude of only a few millimeter, so
working under a dissecting microscope
or a sturdy magnifying glass is required.
Both hands need to be free.

Sampling
All parts of the plant must always be
wet! Leaves can be scraped from the
stem with a pair of tweezers or by other
means but this way a lot of them will be
torn. The best pieces are taken. Pulling
off leaf-by-leaf is better (two or three
will be enough, but always put some
spares apart). The cleaned stem can now
be used to make sections. The capsule is
detached from the seta (=’stem’ of the
capsule) with a razor blade.
Method
Put a very small drop of water in the
middle of a slide and another small drop
two centimeters away from the first
drop (Figure 1). The drop in the middle
serves as wetting medium for the sample to be sectioned; the other drop is to
collect the pieces that have been cut and
to keep them moist, otherwise they
shrivel and it is difficult, even impossible, to bring them back to the original
state.
Bring only a single leaf (or stem, or
seta) in the very small drop of water in
the middle of the slide with a painting

brush having only a few hairs. Too
many hairs will absorb the specimen by
capillary attraction! If you try to cut
more leaves or stems at the same time,
it is difficult to control and a lot of the
cuttings will be skew.
Put a coverslip flat on the leaf in
such a manner that there still is half of
the leaf exposed (Figure 2). There will
be a slight amount of water between the
cover and slide so the subject will be
kept moist. Bring the whole on the stage
of the dissecting microscope and take
care that the leaf, slide and coverslip is
almost parallel to your body for best
working conditions. Softly press the
index finger of your left hand on the
coverslip in such a way that you can
guide the razor blade with the fingernail. Hold the razor blade between
thumb and index finger of the right
hand, somewhere in the middle of the
blade and more towards the sharp cutting surface (bottom), and hold it perpendicular to the sample. Guided by
your left index fingernail, slice sections
as thin as possible. This is best done
with the ‘point’ of the razor (Figure 3
and Figure 4). Having sliced two or
three pieces, bring them in the second

1

Figure 1: Placement of the drops of
water. The drop in the middle serves
as wetting medium for the sample to
be sectioned; the other drop is to collect the pieces that have been cut
and to keep them moist. The water
has been colored blue for easier visibility.
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drop of water by means of the razor
blade and continue. When you have
enough cuttings, use the best ones to
proceed with your microscopic examination.

HOW TO

2

Some Notes
● To hold the specimen in place I use
a coverslip instead of a slide. It has
a thinner edge so you can better see
the subject to be cut. However, it
will break faster, so don’t press too
hard.
● As explained above, the fingernail
of the index finger is used as a flexible guide for placing the razor blade
on the right spot of the sample to be
cut. I do not use the side of the
coverslip as a ruler to cut.
● Use a new and sharp razor blade in
regular intervals.
● For a better view: in making the
photographs (not under the microscope), the water has been coloured
blue, one border of the coverslip has
been painted black and a piece of
grass leaf has been taken because it
is much bigger than a moss leaf.

3

■

4

Figure 2: Arranging the specimen to
be cut with the coverslip
Figures 3 and 4: The cutting position
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Iodine staining

Testing for starch in different algae
with iodine
Pictures taken through the microscope showing the
pyrenoids where starch is concentrated in the algae.
Roland Luts

A

lgae are simple organisms
(plants) that do photosynthesis,
i.e. they convert light energy
into chemical energy. Sugars and other
products are produced from water and
carbon dioxide. Starch is composed of a
large number of these sugar (glucose)
units connected to each other. Green
plants produce starch and use it as a
storage of energy. The granules of the
starch can be very different from one
plant to another: the crystallization
form, size and shape and hence give
different ‘color reactions’ (brown, blue,
black) with Iodine.
Iodine in very dilute solution is used
in the experiments to ‘color’ the starch
present in the algae.

Products needed
The best and easiest way is to purchase as ‘Lugol’ in the pharmacy,
which is a mixture of I2 and KI (potassium iodide) in water; NOT in alcohol!
The latter is called “tincture of iodine”.
Lugol is sold as a 1, 2 or 5% solution.
The 1 % solution is more than strong
enough for the purpose.
For those who have the ingredients
apart: dissolve 10 grams of KI in about
40 ml of distilled water. Add 1 gram of
solid I2 (caution !) and stir until dissolved. This dissolution can take a longer time. Best is to leave it covered
overnight. When dissolved, bring the
total volume to 100 ml with distilled
water and mix.

Preservation should preferably be
done in a brown glass bottle with adequate stopper: Iodine tends to corrode
caps and can slowly diffuse from the
solution. It also will leave brown or
black stains on cloths etc. Actually, only a few ml of the above 1% Lugol will
do for hundreds of tests.
Procedure for the “staining” is
simple
Different sorts of algae in a drop of
water are put on a slide. A very dilute
solution of Lugol is added. This should
be only a faint straw-yellow and not a
dark brown. Mix, put a coverglass on
top and examine under the microscope.
Results

1

The pyrenoids (protein region situated inside the chloroplasts that accumulate carbohydrates or starch) are
“stained”. Because of the nature of the
starch in the algae, the color produced is
more of a dark brown or black and not
the pure blue color people working in a
laboratory are used to see in titrations of
iodide with for instance thiosulphate
and “soluble starch” as an indicator.

Figure 1: Patato with Iodine.
Figure 2: Closterium sp. without
idodine treatment
Figure 3: Closterium sp. with idodine
treatment
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3

Starch Indicator
Starch forms a very dark blue-black
complex with triiodide which can be
made by mixing iodine with iodide
(often from potassium iodide). However, the complex is not formed if only
iodine or only iodide (I-) is present.
The colour of the starch complex is so
deep, that it can be detected visually
when the concentration of the iodine is

as low as 0.00002 M at 20 °C. The
colour sensitivity decreases with increasing temperature (ten times less
sensitive at 50 °C), and upon the addition of organic solvents such as ethanol
or propanone. During iodine titrations,
concentrated iodine solutions must be
reacted with some titrant, often thiosulfate, in order to remove most of the
iodine before the starch is added. This
is due to the insolubility of the starch-

iodine complex which may prevent
some of the iodine reacting with the
titrant. Close to the end-point, the
starch is added, and the titration process is resumed taking into account the
amount of thiosulfate added before
adding the starch.
Reference:
Text taken from Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starch_indicator
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Four different algae are pictured before and after addition of the Iodine:

4

● Two desmids (Closterium sp. Figures 2 and 3 and Cosmarium sp.
Figures 4 and 5)
● Two conjugatae (Spirogyra sp. Figures 6 and 7 and Zygnema sp. Figures 8 and 9).
Naturally, the used chemicals are
harmful to the algae and they will die
immediately. Sometimes there will be a
small contraction of the cell content if
dilute solutions are being used, but the
overall structure will be kept. Enhancement of other parts of the algae can
occur with the reagent.
For comparison: starch in a patato
with the same reagents (Figure 1). And
not to forget: Iodine is also relatively
toxic to human.
■

5

Figures 4 and 5: Cosmarium sp.
without iodine and with iodine
treatment, respectively.
Figures 6 and 7: Spirogyra sp.
without iodine and with iodine
treatment, respectively.
Figures 8 and 9: Zygnema sp. without
iodine and with iodine treatment,
respectively.
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GALLERY

Secreting hairs

Secreting hairs (glandular trichomes)
growing on a violet petal.
By Ivan Bachev
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Amoeba

GALLERY

Images of amoeba, possibly A. Chaos.
Images were taken with an Optika B600
Microscope
By Luca Monzo
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GALLERY

and Tardigrade

Left: Cleistothecium of Microsphaera
alphitoides (fruiting structure of oak
mildew). An alien in a waterdrop. Width
of the burgundy coloured body 50 µm.
Stacked image.
Bottom: Exuvia of a tardigrade
Some tardigrades leave their eggs in
the protecting exuvia.
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Testate amoeba

GALLERY

Nebela sp.: A testate amoeba, probably Nebela tincta / N. collaris group, found in
moist sphagnum. 102 µm high.
The photo (not stacked) nicely shows the plates covering the test, which are presumably siliceous plates derived from the remains of other protists such as Euglypha.
All images on pages 22-23
by Hans Rothauscher
www.hans-rothauscher.de
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What’s this? Answer on page 2.
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